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We have learned to forge through mountains, cross
rivers, control energy, and record mysterious
from space.

cO~~Q~ications

However, all too often vve find it neJ\.-t to

impossible to understand or to be unerstood by the person
sitting next to us.
One aspect of human behavior is

cO~lli~ication.

This

behavior is generally broken dovvn into two categories, verbal
and nonverbal

.co~~unication.

,mile a great deal of research

has been conducted in the area of verbal COTlL"'":1lli"lica tion,
research in many areas of nonverbal cO:-1munication has been
virtually untapped.
The importance of communication iB
action is quite obvious.

hu~an

social inter-

Verbal behavior is critical to

comriiunicating ideas and accomplishing tasks.

In addition,

nonverbal behavior is at least as

in

as verbal behavior.

significl~t

cO~~Q~ication

Every normal human being, regardless of

the culture that he lives in, responds to and operates within
a system of nonverbal communication patterns characteristic
of his society.

The well kno'Nn anthropological linguist,

Edward Sapir (1927) said, "He respond to gestures -,vi th an
extreme alertness and one might almost say, in accord with
an elaborate and secret code that is written nO'uhere, knovm
by none, and understood by all."

(Key, 1975, p. 4)
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The functions of

cOTh~unication

in nonverbal behavior

are probably much the same as they are in verbal behavior.
r.1ay (1972) has identified three functions.

One function is

informative in that information is supplied; the
behavior is thus used as a vehicle for ideas.

no~verbal

In nonverbal

events, this is illustrated by sounds and gestures which con-_
vey information, such as counting gestures, or a nod of the
head to indicate "yes o "
A second function of nonverbal communication is directive;
here communication affects the behavior in the respondent.
look can quiet a child.

A

A hand gesture can get a daor closed.

A yawn can direct the speaker to look at his wat8h and end his
speech.
A third function of nonverbal

co~~unication

is expressive.

Posture, facial expression, eye contact and tone of voice can
be used to express one's emotional state in any given situation.
dhile these three functions can be identified and described, it
is unlikely that any behavioral event has a single function;
instead it is seen as containing overlapping functions(Jakobson,
1970).

Development of Nonverbal Behavior In Children
During the infant stage of life one totally depends upon
nonverbal communication to relate with the world.

Before a

child learns how to verbalize his needs, he becomes proficient

J

at sending nonverbal messages to those around him.

The child

depends upon nonverbal communication until approximately the
age of two.

Then he begins to use language to

needs. (lTood, 1976)

co~~~~icate

his

Unfortunately, the nonverbal which was his

first means of communication is often ignored at this stage, so
he depends solely on his words for his total rapport with others.
It is interesting to note that seven percent of a total message
is verbal, a fact which makes it difficult for anyon9 to rely
solely on verbal behavior for all of his communication.
Children aged four to seven years frequently effi?loy nonverbal
gestures to communicate the following:
"I do not know."

"Goodbye. "

II

"Go away."

"Come here."

Hello. It (!vIichael & dillis, 1968)

They learn body language by imitating people that are around
them and from people they see on television.

Children use their

posture, facial expressions, the way they walk, and the space
aroUnd them to communicate how they feel about others and themselves. (Hall & Hall,

1971)

The soci6economic and literacy level

of the child also influences their use of nonverbal language.
(Galloway, 1963)
Another element in our culture which affects the kinds of
nonverbal behaviors a child chooses to use is the school.

This

study is concerned with the significance of the teacher's nonverbal behavior as it might affect the student's perception of
school.

Therefore, the teacher's nonverbal behavior can be seen

as critical to the development of the child's nonverbal behavi~rs.
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The nonverbal behaviors examined in the study were touch,
smile, eye contact, and proxemics or one's use of space.
These specific behaviors have also been found to communicate
love and positive evaluation of the recipient. (Mehrabian, 1972)
These behaviors were chosen because the literature indicates
that they are easily observed.

It is also noted that these

behaviors are believed by the observer to be authentic when
they are observed.
The nonverbal behaviors of Kindergarteners are of particular interest since they are experiencing their first
encounter with school.
establishing

Also they are in the process of

co~munication

patterns with teachers and class-

mates.
The teacher plays a significant role in the school.
Teachers influence the child so much that if a child does
not 'like his teacher he will also say that he does not like
school.

It could even be hypothesized that a teacher could

change a student's immediate response toward school
exhibiting positive, nonverbal behaviors.

throug~

This study will

attemnt to examine the teacher's impact upon students through
nonverbal communication.
statement of the Problem
The problem examined in the study was the effect of
teacher nonverbal behavior upon students' perception of school.

5

The specific question addressed by this study was:

Does

a teacher's nonverbal behavior affect the Kindergarten
child's perception of school?

.

The following is a list of

the behaviors that were studied:
1)

Eye contact

2)

Touch

3)

Smile

4)

Proxemics

These behaviors are expressive behaviors and are thought
to be interpreted by students as signs of the psychological
stat8 of the teacher. (Gallovmy, 1970)

The significance of

these behaviors will be discussed in the review of the literature in Chapter II.
In summary, before a child learns how to use language
to communicate he uses the language of his body.

He learns

body language by imitating others in his environment.
This study is concerned with the significance of a
teacher's nonverbal behavior on a Kindergartener's immediate
response toward school.

Specifically, eye contact, touch,

smile, and proxemics were selected for study.
Definitions
For the purpose of this project the following definitions
will be used:
1.

communication- a social act involving two or more

persons in a situationo

6

2.

cross referencing systems- observable behaviars

that are combined with one another COC":lIi'luJl.icate one' s

3.

~eeds.

Kenesics- the study of body moveoent and facial

expression developed by Ray Birdwhistell in 195·).

4.

"modali ties- the discrete units of

CO~.::L~u!1ication

in both verbal and nonverbal languageo

5.

Nonverbal Communication- a social

in wilich

messages are sent and received, independent of the ','{"['i tten
or spoken word.

6.

Proxemics- the study of man's personal space zones

developed by Edward Hall.
Delimited Problem
This study was seen as a pilot study conjucted in
Kindergarten classrooms in an urban SO'J..thern eleZ1s!1tary
school.

The Kindergarten levels were exa:-::linei 02Ca:.LSe of

availability of classes and, the opinion that a chi11's
as noted earlier, that a teacher's non-rerbal behavior

C3-i1.

be most influential in this regard.
Review of Literature
The previous chapter described two

cO~i1u!1ication

syste~s

that humans utilize daily, the verbal and the nonverbal.
This chapter will discuss the significance of the nonverbal
means of communication.

It will also discuss stu1ies t!lat

7

have been conducted in this area.
i'lebster defines communication as a process by which
meanings are exchanged between individuals through a common
system of symbols. The process of exchanging new ideas and
..
information is a small part of communication; "the greatest
part of communicating deals with the social interaction of
feelings and attitudes, and the relationships of those persons
involved.

'Nords are an excellent means of relating new

information, but they cannot communicate everything we wish
to share.

In social interaction many messages are nonverbally

cOTn..'TIunicated, replacing words and,

in fact, com.,.l1unicating

what words cannot even communicate themselves.
In our society we utilize forty five phonemes

g

which include nine vowels, three semivowels,
twenty one consonants, four stresses, four pitches,
and four junctures.

Comparably, the human face

alone is canable of making some 250,000 different
expressions. (Birdwhistell,1970,p.8)
Birdwhistell's (1970) observation that the verbal communication system is not as powerful as the communication of
the face alone reminds us that we need to take a closer
look at the language of the body.
Through the various modalities of communication one
finds out who he is in relation to others and what his
expectancies and responsibilities are as a human being.

8

Combining these modalities, f.lehrabian (1968), fO'-U1::1 th.2.1:
the total message was 58 percent facial (nonverbal), 35
percent vocal and only 7 percent verbal.
Non-Yerbal COITL'1lunication
We have studied verbal

com..~unication

a great deal,

but lack of research in the area of nonverbal

cO~Q~ication

is derived from a genuine difficulty in discovering ho'",
to capture the expressions of the body for observation
and study.

The task was considered so difficult

that

until recently, with the exception of Birdwhiste11 (1961),
no one had devoted his professional career to the stuay
of the human body in action (Spiegel

&

ivIachotka, 1974).

Before this time scientists did not attempt to interpret
man's kenesic (or nonverbal) behavior (Scheflen, 1973).
In the past some of the problems researches have ha:i
in the study of nonverbal behavior incluued:
of nonv8rbal implied a seperation of oo::1y
from verbal modes of communication.

1) The stUQY

cO:;L'T.l'..L'1i·~a(;iQr:

The researchers'

approach was to study the gesture and movement of a person
as a supplement to verbal content, but Birdwhistel1 (1962),
found that words, tone of voice, and gesture occur in
combination with each other which he calls
systems".

2)

If

cross-rei'erencLng

The lack of agreement on the stimuli fro:;}

the actor's body that are responsible for the observervs
perceptions of movement of expression.

Investigators l:ave

9

found that limiting the stimuli presented to the observer
and being as specific as possible about the stimuli presented
would help the observer.

.

There are three maj or classes of nonverbal comlnu..1'1ication
studies that have been carried out.

One group includes

studies that focus on what an actor expresses and how he
expresses it.

Another group of studies includes those that

inquire into what expressive meanings the observer perceives
and those behaviors to which perceptions are correlated. The
third group in81udes studies that treat the actor and perceiver as parts of a social group or cultural system. ( Spiegel

& Machotka, 1974)
Barbara ','/oods (1972)1 found that children use their
nonverbal behaviors to communicate as young as six months and
contin'.le to three years of age.

Table 1 describes a child's

developmental stages of nonverbal communication.
breaks dovm the stages of develop:n-3nt into

Table 1

chro~ological

years

with explanations of each of the zones.

,

..L'dood, Barbara S., Children and Communication: Verbal
and Nonverbal Language Development. Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1976. p.2J9.
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Table I
Children's Acquisition of Territorial Zones:

a Tentative

Proposal
EXPLANAT IO;i
Birth - 3 years
far phase

Intimate
(0-16" )
(6"-18")

Children learn the
closeness of
cation with

cO~Q~i-

thei~

mothers and caretakersc
They engage

in

touch,

desire hugging, and
profit

fro~

close

cO!llil1unica tion.

3-7
far phase

Personal

Children

(2t'-4')

fledged cOIIL'TIlL"'1icator.s.

(1.1, -2it)

beco~e

full-

I.Iuch of their activity
is self-centered

~"'1d

egocentric and they
have not acquired an
lli"'1derstanding of
socialization.

11

ZONE

7
far phase

EXPL.ANAT ION

Social

~fuen

(7'-12')

more social as opposed

(4 t

-7' )

children become

to egocentric. they
learn how to behave and
form strong social
relationships.

7

far phase

(12'-25')
(
-25')

Older children ,acquire
public type of cornmunication, particularly in
the school setting which
allows one to act in a
public situation.

In the child's first years of development they engage
in

~ouch

and desire hugging and close communication.

The

Mother plays the most important role during this stage and
investigators have found that this is the most vital time
to touch a person.
Children become full-fledge communicators between the
ages of three to seven.

The child is thought to be self-

centered and egocentric because they have not acquired an
understanding of socialization.
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After the age of seven, children are capable of forming
strong social relationshipso

They have acquired social

skills and their personalities are more social as o?posed to
being self centered.

The child also has acquired public

skills of corn..rnunica tion.

(Wood, 1976)

Therefore, it is apparent from this Table that proxemic's
is an important area when we study
behavior.

children~s

nonverbal

Hence, proxemic studies will be discussed in the

next section.
Nonverbal Behaviors
The nonverbal behaviors examined in this study were
eye contact, touch, smile, and proxemics.

Literature

describes these behaviors as being easily observable,

~~d

perceived as authentic by the observer.
In some way that we do not understand

co~pletely

yet,

the nonverbal act seems to be more important in interpersonal
relationships than language itself.

(dilliarn Austin, 1972)

Research has found that the underlying forces that cause
interaction between people are attitudes and emotions.
These messages are conveyed through the language of the
body.

Therefore, if there is conflict in the body with the

verbal message the body message usually prevails.

1975)

Research also tells us that much of a teacher's
attitude is communicated through nonverbal behavior.

L~

Mehrabian found that a subject with a positive attitude

1968,

IJ

tended to exhibit touching if in close contact, naintain
more eye contact, lean toward the addressee and face him
directly.

However, if the subject was in a state of tension

this treqd was reversed.

The subject did not touch,

maintain eye contact or face the addressee directly.
Since teachers do communicate without speaking, four
behaviors which exhibit positive attitudes were selected
for study in this project.

Each of these will be discussed

in the sections which follow.
Smile
There are undoubtedly different forms of smiling.
two extreme forms are the broad-smile and the
smile.

The

wide-mout~

Smiling has been found to represent non-hostility,

social attachment or friendliness.

(Grant ,.1969; Bra.-rmigan

Humphries, 1969)
Mehrabian (1968) found that smiling is social in the
sense that it occurs in the company of others, and is

~Jn

sidered to be a person's typical behavioral response to
other people and social situations when those situations
are positive.

,vnen people are confronted with something

agreeable, tender, or lovable, we may smile.

Since the

smile has been reported as one of the first gestures a
baby makes, it is of significant value for studyo

&
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Smiling as an indication of positive

co~~unication

is common in the American culture, but Japanese scholars
report opposite meanings of the smile in Japanese culture.

.

Smiling is not to express good humor or a friendly attitude,
but is, instead associated with social discomfort, or even
tragedy or sorrow.

(Key,

Leach and Jones

1975)

(1972) in studies on nursery school

children found that children who smile a great deal have
mothers who smile often, and are likely to smile at the
teacher when they arrive at school and throughout the day~
Therefore, a smiling teacher may be able to change the
non-smiling behavior of his students.
In summary, the smile is generally believed to be
social in nature and is used to convey positive feelings
to the recepient.

One final point of interest,

fe~ales

have been found to smile more throughout their lifetime
than males.

(Key,

1975)

Touch
Touch is defined by Webster as "the state of being
in contact or communication."

When this occurs, two

people have eliminated the space between them.

In the

Western world check patting, chin chucking, and shoulder
contact are tactile behaviors which indicate affection a."'1d.
friendliness.

These tactile behaviors are perforned by

15

ad~lts

to children but are not usually demonstrated to

adults by other adults. (Wontagu, 1971)
Tactile behavior is not possible beyond arm's reach.
Mehrabian (1971) included this behavior in his theory of
affiliaiion.

He found that in social situations touching

is a person's typical response to other persons, if they
feel friendly and sincere toward the person.
Touch is thought to be one of man's most necessary
means of communication.

Harlow (1971) found that monkeys

seek tactile stimulation even at the expense of nourishment.

In his study, monkeys clung to cloth "mothers"

who did not provide nourishment over wire ones which did
supply nourishment.

Therefore

g

Harlow's study found that

a monkey prefers touching to eating; the tactile behavior
of monkeys is therefore thought to be a necessary need
which is related to communication and which seems to be
more important than nourishment.
Tactile behavior can thus be seen as important in
communication.

Research tells us that tactile behavior

is not possible beyond arm's reach and it is a person's
typical response to other people when positive interaction
is occurring.

Harlow's study found monkeys to seek tactile

stimulation over nourishment, therefore suggesting that
touch, a necessary means of communicating may be critical
to one's survival.

Eye Contact
Eye communication has been given special consideration
because of the general belief that the eyes are the "gateway
to the mind."

Unlike the mouth

-",hich is only a sender of

commlli~ication,

the eyes can both send and receive.

Eye

contact occurs when one person's eyes are locked in with
another's. those two people-and only those two people-share
that

co~~unication.

There is some indication that response to eye contact
may be innate (Argyle, 1969), but Birdwhistell (1968)
contradicts this opinion by saying that eye behavior is
also learned.

After one has spoken, eye contact tends to

occur when one is seeking feedback on how the utterance
was received.

Also, we usually look more while listening

than when speaking. (Naccoly, Breitrose& Rose, 1974)
Empirical reserach has not been extensive in the area
of eY3 contact.

However,

so~e

initial studies have been

conducted with classroom behavior.

Studies have found

that eye contact occurs when the communication chan..'1.el is
open.

If a student does not know an answer, he may avoid

co~~unicating

by acting very busy, by taking notes, by

rearranging papers or books or, by dropping a pencil, etc.
If he does know the answer, he will look into the

instructo~

eyes, thus opening the communication channel. (Knapp, 1972)
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The teacher can personalize his contact with every
student in his class through eye contact.

Studies have

demonstrated that the person speaking breaks off eye contact
more

fre~uently·than

the listener.

(Nielsen, 1962)

Therefore, a teacher can make innumerable personal contact
with each student while speaking to the class.
Eye contact is generally perceived by the student as
positive feedback and as a sign that the teacher is personally
interested in him.

Studies have also found that a look can

quiet and control a child.

(Key, 1975)

I'/leachan and Nicolai (1976) gave four and five year olds
conflicting cues to assess the importance of

pointL~g,

ver-

balizing, and looking from adults in order to gain the
attention of young children.

They found that children were

more likely to attend to the pointing cues rather
looking cues.

th~~

the

It was therefore concluded that eye behavior

is learned and children would banefi t from

nonT:~roal

~O::1::11J.n-

ication education in the preschools.
In summary, the teacher is a communicator.

Part of the

coffit'TIunicating apparatus is his eyes, which can provide a
constant channel of communication.

The eyes can

co~unicate

awareness, personalized attention and genuine interest.
Thus, eye contact is a vital nonverbal function of the
communicative teacher.
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Proxemic's as been defined as the study of man's
personal space zones and the way he uses them.
are divided into four categories.

The zones

These four zones have

been described as the zones of territory that constitute
the space in which people communicate.

The first is termed

the "Intimate Zone", the two people who are communicating
with one another are six to eighteen inches from one another.
The second zone is the "Personal Zone", one and one half to
four feet from one another.
third

zo~e,

IIS oc ial Zone" identifies a

which is approximately four to twelve feet apart.

The fourth zone is the "Public", twelve to twenty five feet
betwee!l the two communicators.

(Hall, E., 1971, ppo IJ3-'+o)

Authors of proxemic studies have argued that social
behavior cannot be generalized to all segments of our people,
but they have agreed that distance and space are used by
all people to

cO!lt~ol

relatio!lships with others. (Key, 1975, p.85)

Physical proximity is one of the most important elements
in classroom discipline and control.

A teacher who avoids

speaking to, standing near or touching a stUdent is believed
to be

co~~unicating

loudly and clearly that he does not

consider the student to be of much worth.
Robert Koch (1975) conducted a study with teachers and
their stUdents.

He asked one teacher to deliberately try

moving closer to her students.

She reported that it was
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difficult to do at first.

She felt conspicuous, ill at

ease and so uncomfortable that she would have given up on
further attempts had she not received
feedback from her students.

i~~ediate,

positive

They sent her messages that

they liked her close proximity and they felt warmth and
interest from hera (Key, 1975, 45)

Therefore, Dr. Koch's

study found that close proxemics are interpreted by the
receiver as ,,:arm and sincere.
Mehrabian conducted

co~prehensive

studys of proxemics

(1965, 1967, 1968, 1969) and found that the amount of
distance between the communicator -- addressee is correlated
with the degree of negative attitude inferred by or communicated to the addressee.

Therefore, a rule of behavior

seems to be that if one feels positive tOV'/ard the addressee,
he will stand closer to him. (l'.;ehrabian, 1976, pp. 47-55)
In

s~rnary,

man uses four space zones of territory to

communicate with oth2rs.

l'hese zones are:

Intimate Zone

(6-to 18"); Personal Zone (It' to 4') ; Social Zone ( 4'to
12') ; and the Public Zone ( 12' to 25')

Classroom discipline

and control are affected by the teacher's use of proxemics.
Research has found that teachers who stand near to and
touch their students are interpreted by the students as being
warm and genuinely interested in them.

CHAPTER III
DEVELOPMENT AND

IrYlPLEiIBNTATIOi~

Developmental Phase
ifuen teachers graduate from college they are generally
expected to possess all the necessary skills for
with their students.

Throughout the teachers' course work

they are required to take English courses.
how to speak properly and
needs and desires.
comprises only

7~:;

co~~unicating

hO-N

They are taught

to communicate verbally basic

However, such verbal communication
of the total message that is conveyed. The

other 93% of communication is nonverbally transmitted, unfortunately, teachers are never taught how to

co~~unicate

non-

verbally with their students.
The need for a nonv,:;rl;:)al c:-irriculum

O~

in3<:;r"ric2 :.?rogram

was determined on the basis of personal observation of
teachers interacting with students', students' needs, and
research findings.

Research has shO\ffi that nonverbal commun-

ication has been used to motivate
concept and to encourage intrinsic

achieve~ent,
motivation~

improve self
Therefore,

teachers who understand nonverbal communication ',viII be
better equipped to deal effectively with others, and with
themselves.
20
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It was assumed that with a desire to change one's own
body language, a person could become more experienced at
transmitting positive feelings.

Therefore, this study

attemnted to make kindergarten teachers aware of their
nonverbai behavior so that they could co~~unicate on a
more genuine, positive level with their students.
After reviewing the literature on nonverbal communication,the author distilled relevant ideas that could
be given to teachers in a 'cook book' format to stimulate
their awareness about four specific nonverbal behaviors:
touch, smile, eye contact and proxemics or man's use of
personal space.

These behaviors were selected because they

have been found to communicate authentic feelings and they
are considered by stUdents to be true indicators of the
psychological state of the teacher •
. The teacher's involved in this pilot study were given
pertinent research, written materials describing various
no~verbal

behaviors, along with suggestions to use in

changing their nonverbal behavior.

The quidelines presented

to the teachers to use in modifying their nonverbal behavior
were supported by research.
Implementation Phase
This pilot study was conducted in three kindergartens
at a southern urban elementary school.

The kindergarten

classes were selected because these students are experiencing
their first encounter with school.

The kindergarten teachers
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need not only to communicate verbally but also to

co~~unicate

nonverbally with their students because the quality of their
first school experiences will have a lasting influence on
their attitudes toward school in the next twelve years •
•

The kindergarten students are in the

pro~ess

of establishing

both verbal and nonverbal communication patterns with teachers
and classmates that will likely last for many years.
Each of the three classes involved in the study enrolled
an average of thirty two five year olds.

(Enrollment fluc-

tuated due to the mobility of the military families serviced
by the school)

Two of the teachers were given guidelines

and pertinent research explaining the behavior and suggestions
for using it. One of the classes served as a kind of "control"
or "e :A.lJer imental group."

This teacher was given no such

material.
An informal assessment was given to all three classes
two weeks before the first week of the study, and two weeks
after the study.

The "smiley face" assessment was administered

to all of the childreno

Papers with incomplete faces were

given to all the children and were asked the question, "Do
you like school?" was asked.

If the children did like school,

they were directed to make a smile on the incomplete face;
if they did not like school, they were asked to draw a
frm'ffi.

The

It

smiley face" test was administered every Friday

after the two teachers had implemented a suggested nonverbal
behavior for five days during "Activity time."

Activity
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time lasts for one hour and a half.

During Activity time

circle time, story time, Social Studies, and center's are
implemented in these classrooms.

The format of the handouts

given to teachers directing their behavior during Activity
"

time will be discussed in the next chapter.
TEACHER

r~TERIALS:

NONVErlBAL NOt'i

The teacher materials which follow entitled "Nonverbal
Now," were given in installments over a four week period
of time.

Each section is labeled according to the week

in which the material was distributed.

You nay be asking yourself; dhy should kindergarten
teachers be interested in nonverbal communication?

First,

if we merely listen to the words of children, we are only
partly understanding their messages as children often do
cninco:nplete job of expressing thsmselves o

Secondly, the

students are experiencing their first encounter with school,
and they are in the process of establishing

co~~unication

patterns with teachers and classmates which are likely to
endure.

Therefore, this study is intended to make you more

aware of the body language of your students as well as your
own b 0 j_y language.
The nonverbal behaviors will be discussed one at a time.
You v:ill focus on each behavior for a one week period.

You

2:.;.

will be given suggestions for demonstrating the specific
behavior with your students.

At the end of each week,

your students will share their feelings about school by
completing
a face with either a smile or a fro·,vn to reu,
resent their attitude toward school at that time. It is
assumed that changes in teacher behavior may affect the
student's immediate response toward school.
Eye Contact
Do you nonverbally communicate with your

stude~ts?

During the next month I am asking you to

particip~te

my study of teacher nonverbal behavior.

Each

in

~eak yo~

will be asked to concentrate on one specific behavior
during Activity Time.

These behaviors include:

Zye Con-

tact, Smile, Touch, and Proxemics.
This week I would like for you to make a conscious
effort to have eye contact with each of your students
during the activity period.

lfuile reading a story, con-

ducting a large or small group activity, or any other
kind of activity, do not just see--LOOK.
Here suggestions are given for personalizing your
classroom instruction, making your stUdents aware of your
interest in them and of your presence and for disciplinary
action through use of eye contact.

You will find that you

must make numerous adjustments to your individual

st~dents.
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Therefore, I cannot give you a prescription to follow in
all cases.

You should behave in your most natural way.

Eye contact is no more likely to work effectively with
all the students in your classroo:n than are questions, media,
or any other alternatives available.

It is one alternative

that each teacher must test to determine its effectiveness
in the classroom.
In a large classroom with too many students, eye
contact may be used to psychologically reduce the distance.
Communication channels can be opened by the mere look of
an eye.

A look can even quiet and control a child.

Let's

take a look at vvhat research has found about this important
nonve~bal

behavior.

There are some suggestions that response to eye contact
may be innate.

Man is the only mammal which has habitual

eye contact with his mother during nursing.

Thus, you may

be satisfying one of the basic needs of your students by
indicating your awareness of their existence through eye
contact.

The students may also be satisfying your basic

needs by looking back.
Studies have been conducted in classrooms to determine if eye behavior can be taught.

For instance, in one

study, after several weeks of the teacher concentrating
on his eye behavior, the children responded more to his
eye behavioro

Therefore, it can be assumed that eye

behavior can be taught.

Girls bat their eyelashes in our
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society more than boys.

In Indian religious cults such

as the Fakir's, they can learn to look at the sun without
blinking or face a dust storm without closing their lids.
In summary, students can soon learn the
teacher expressions.

of

Even though you may have a large

class you can open communication
contact.

~e~~ing

ch~nnels

by using eye

Glances and eye contact express sup?ort, disappro-

val, or neutrality.

You can also teach your students

ho~

to

nonverbally communicate with their eyes.
Eye Contact and Group Instruction
Group instruction can become individualized through
personalized eye contact.

Individualized contact does not

constitute "Individualized instruction."
your classroom.

It

c~Yl

personalize

The public system obliges you to teach

thirty plus students.

Therefore, it is difficult to work

with each individual student.

The personalized eye contact

described earlier can prove useful in reaching individuals.
In essence, you need only make a conscious effort to have
frequent eye contact with each student in order to individualize group instruction.
A teacher can focus on a student and capture his
attention.

Also, diP-lug periods of individual or s:nall

group i:nstruction in which you do not play an active role,
you may want YO'J.r stUdents to be aware of your presence
and availability.

This can be successfully accomplished
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by

scan~ing

the faces of those in

children throughout the

yo~r

classroo~.

group and of the

C0nsequently, you can

-lock ina on those who need your attention.
Disciuline
Instead of giving the child the "eagle eye" it may be
equally as effective to stare with a neutral expression.
For example, a stare communicates, "I see you-I am continuing to look at you for a special reason-because I know
what you are doing."

You can do all of this without inter-

rupting the

discourse.

classroo~

After you feel that you

have communicated your nonverbal message to the child, you
may go ahead with your lesson.

It is wise to "locI\: in"

again with the student you have just nonverbally reprimanded
as if to say, "I still see you, and I
on you to see how you are doing.
going to forget YO'.l.

a'1l

just checking up

Furthermore, I am not

II

In summary, the teacher is a communicator.

Eye contact

can be used to show awareness and personalized attention.
However, as you try to use your eyes in the above mentioned
ways , it is cardinal to behave in your most natural way.·
Teacher--student eye contact can help in classroom management, individual motivation, and disciplinary problems if
used in the proper way_

Remember, eye contact cannot be

maintained if the psychological distance is too great.

2-3

Guidelines for the jeek
1.

Try to personalize classroom instruction through
individualized eye contact.

2. • Honverbally remain in control using eye

co:r~ac-;;

to make your students aware of your presence a"1d
availability.
).

"Lock in" on a potential discipline problem before
it happens.

"Tactile communication is not possible beyond
arm's reach."

Edward Hall, 1971

In some way that we do not understand
nonverbal behavior seems to be more

iQPort~"1t

sonal relationships than language itselfe
nonverbal cues is new, yet is as old as
It really is not new to teachers.

co~pletely

yet,

in interper-

The study of

commu~ication

i~selfo

You use it all the tiGe,

but you need to become aware of the messages that

yo~

are

sending to your stUdents.
ifny sould teachers be interested in nonverbal cO!JL"TIW1ication?
First, if we merely listen to the words of children, we are
only partly understanding themo

Secondly, children are not

as verbal as adults and often times do a poor job of eX}ressing
themselves verbally.

Therefore, they need to be reinforced
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in their

nonverb~l

behavior in order to relate to those

in their environment.
Last week we examined eye contact and its role in
classroo~

•

management, discipline, and personalization •

This week we will concentrate on the importance of touch
between teacher and student.

Teachers use nonverbal co::nmunication daily with their
children consciously or unconsciously.

If teachers would

get as close to students as they possibly can, even close
enough to touch, new communication channels could be opened.
In an unpublished study, a teacher was asked not to
answer or respond \ilien a child called out to her.

The

study concluded that avoidance behavior by a teacher caused
changes to occur in a child's verbal and nonverbal behavior.
Voice pitch became higher, the facial expression showed
squared upper lips and oblique eyebrows with the children
eventually

tou~hing

the teacher to gain recognition.

Research states that touching in a social situation
is a person's typical response to other persons if they
feel friendly and sincere to that person o

From this it

can be assumed that teachers have such an attitude toward
children or they would probably be in another occupatione
Children and tactile behavior
Tactile behavior is thought to be one of the most
necessary means of communication.

Cheek patting and chin

I

chuckin6 are tactile behaviors \vhich indicate
and friendliness in the ;'iestern world.

n

I)

affe~-tion

Studies

hav~

fO:.L'1d

that children tend to be more open to touch and neei to
touch more than adults.

Cons2q"J.ently,

desired by the student, and when it is a natural act with
the teacher, it can be a powerfl.1l nonverbal comrnlL'1ic:ation
channel.

We also remember that students do ','.'nat they do

because of what teachers do.
Classroom Suggestions
Poor communication is a result of not being unterstood
and in not understanding the responses of others.
schools the teacher's

corlli~unication

:n

makes the difference

in tht3 child' s ability to co:nmunica te.

~fe

need to understand

that comMunication does not consist of the transmission of
words ani nonverbal behaviors, but the cOll:':'TI.unica tio~ of
meaning between people.
To show enthusiastic support and thus co;nrnll...'1icate
positive meanings, one might pat someone on the back, nod
to sho',v pleasure or enjoyment or display any act that shows
pleasure or enjoyment or display any act that
approval.

sho~s

obvious

A teacher that trys these nonverbal behaviors is

encouraging communication with his students.
In summary, once two people touch one another they have
eliminated the space between them.

Touching is thought to

)1

be a person's typical response to other persons, if he
feels friendly and sincere to the person.

Tactile behaviors

are often evident v/hen adults relate to children.
also need to be touched.

Children

This week, therefore try to touch

each child in your classroom during activity time.
Guidelines for the week
1.

Open communication channels through touch.

2.

Gain stuuent recognition or attention by touching.

J.

Children need to be touched--so try it.

4.

Show support of your students through touch.

5.

You are encouraging communication with your students
when you use nonverbal behaviors such as touching.,

Poor communication\results in not being understood
and in rTo-t understanding the responses of others.
schoo~,

the teacher's

com~unication

In

can make the difference

in whether or not a student understands what is going on.
During the past weeks I have asked you to make a
conscious effort to touch and have eye contact with each of
your students.

This week I am asking you to smile at your

students some time during activity time.

This is another

nonverbal behavior you can use to individually personalize
your classroom.
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Webster defines smile as a change of facial expression
involving a brightening of the eyes and an. up;,vard curving of

,

.

the corners of the mouth that may
affection, or agreement.

exp~ess

amusement, pleasure,

This is the definition of smiling

that I would like for you to use this week.

..

All of these

{.

emotions can only enhance
student if properly
Current

co~nunication

between teacher-

expr~ssed.

resea~ch

'j/hen a situation is positive, smiling is considered
to be a person's typical response to other

peo~le.

been found to represent non-hostility, social

It has

attac~~~nt

and friendliness.
A study was performed with nursery school children.
They found that children who smile a great deal have mothers
wher smile often; these children are also likely to smile
at the teacher when they arrive at school anj thro'..lgh,)11t
the day.

Perhaps a smiling teacher may, like the mother's,

. be able to promote the smiling behavior of students in turn,
change negative feelings a child may have tov/ard the teacher
and possibly school in general.
Smile in the classroom

.

It is obvious that the quality of

co~~unication

influ-

ences the quality of the interaction between two people •
This week try to improve the quality and quantity of your

JJ

smiling behavior.

Be conscio'J.s of the messages you are

sending and receiving.
There is nothing necessarily fakey or v,rrong about
one deliberately smiling at a student.

Aftar a while it

becomes a habit.
Guidelines for the week
1.

Smile at each child during circle tine or
they first enter the class.

It is a great

w~'1en
~ay

to start the day.
2.

Smile at everyone during activity tir.le.

3.

i'/hen you correct a stuClent's behavior, reass'J.re
the student that you still value him as a perSJn
by ending the interaction with a smile.

I,)..

dhen you re -enter the roo:n, instead of

as.kl~'1g,

"','/hat's going on?" assume the positive

a.Ylj

try

a smile-it is more effective.

Research has found that teacher's use nonverbal tactics
:to influence the behavior of their students.

These expressive

behaviors are illustrated by eye contact, touch,
expressions and phY$ical proximity.

s~ile,

facial

These behaviors are

thought to have lasting effect on the students because they
are taken by the students as signs of the psychological
state of the teacher.

Proxemics:

Snace Zones

This week we will examine the nonverbal
pro:;(emics, or the use of man's personal space
zones ar;.e divided into four categories.

called

be~2vior

The

zo~e.

Tne.:::e

Z:)~'1e3

h2.ve

been described as the zones of territory that constitute
the space in which people communicate to others ho",'i they
feel about .them and themselves.

The first is

t~r:r:ei

"intimate zone", six to eighteen inches between
who are communicating with one another.

t~o

t::-te
people

The secon:} zone is

the "personal zone", one and. one half to four feet bet·,'/een
two people.

"Social zone" identifies a third

is approximately four feet to twelve feet
communicating.

1"he fourth zone is the

It

Z02'18,

bet~een

which

the people

public zone", twelve

to twenty five feet and beyond between the two CO::L"J'.L1'1icators.
Research suggests that five year olds have not acquired
full understanding of socialization and are

~rone

to respond

more to the "personal zone" than the other z::ne3.
Personal Bubble
Each of us maintains a protective bubble,

~1'1

around us that determines exactly how close others
before incurring a rebuke.

area
~ay

come

For example, a girl who is shy

and new to school probably requires a larger snace tl1an
that of an extroverted and popular student.
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The evidence so far
In general, we stay away from those we dislike or
fear.

A teacher who avoids speaking to, standing near or

touching,a stud2nt is cO:tlt'71unicating loudly and clearly that
he does not consider the student to be of much worth.

Thus,

the closer a teacher gets to a student, the more the student
will feel that the teacher likes him.
A recent study was conducted with teachers and the
distance they have between themselves and their students.
The teachers were asked to deliberately try moving closer
to their students.
to do at first.

One teacher reported that it was hard

She felt conspicuous and ill at ease and

so unco:nfortable that she would have given up on further
attemnts had she not received immediate, positive feedback
from her students.

They sent her messages that they liked

the warmth and interest that her close proximity engendered.
Thu3, it is possible that proximity can be interpreted as
a positive feeling toward your studentso
Classroom disciuline
Physical proximity is one of the most important elements
in classroom discipline and control.

Hhen discipline is

carried out effectively, it is almost invisible, displayed
naturally from moment to moment and in a low key.

Therefore,

you can gain better control of your classroom by simply and
quietly moving closer to your stUdents.
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Guidelines for the week
1.

Since five year olds respond most to people in
the "personal zone" (one and one half feet to
• four feet).try to sit or stand within this
distance relative to each student in your ;;lass
during Activity time.

2.

Instead of verbally reprimanding a behavior problem,
move close enough to be seen but not heard.

You

may be surprised at vlhat happens.

3.

Show your students that you do res;>ect the:n a..nj
care about them by standing or sitting ;;10s9 to
them.

Closing thoughts
In summary, the first step in applying the prin8iples
of "nonverbal communication is awareness.

After readingihis

you will begin to notice nonverbal signals tomorrow.

As

with any skill, you will" rapidly improve in your awareness
of messages that are sent and received; refinement of nonverbal behaviors will take more time.
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Analysis of IiIaterials
The "smiley face" data was non-ordinal and it was
believed that a formal statistical analysis was not appropriate. -Therefore, the pre-assessment data, interim weekly
data collected after the teaching focus on each of the
specified nonverbal behaviors, and post assessment data
are presented as percentages in the following chart.
Following is a chart that describes the four specific
nonverbal behaviors and their respective positive effects
on the students involved.

This data is not based solely

on a constant enrollment figure of thirty two students
per class due to absenteeism, and the high attrition rate
evidenced

with a military population.

Percentages of

St~dents

Responding Positively

to School on Different Testing Dates
blasses
Class
A

Post Eye
Contact

PreAssess1J1ent

Post
Postj Post Post
'rouch Smile Proxemics Assessment

83~~

83%

861;

93%

96%

97%

86;.~

8l~~

66%

69%

74,;~

88%

Both
Classes
(A&B)

85%

82%

76'}~

81%

857~

93'}~

Class
C

83%

84;10

88%

87~~

76~1a

90%

Class
B

**

**

I

(not included in study)
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The results of this pilot study suggests

t~at

t8U~~

elicited feVier positive responses -(;Q1;'lard sch:>ol than. tn.2
other three nonverbal behaviors stressed in this
In Class A 86;;' of the students

respo:1.~led

school, whereas Class B had only
dicating positive feelings.

66;·~

st~dy.

favorably

t:)-.·i~:l

of the students in-

It is interesting for the

reader to note that Class C, which was not formally involved in the study, had

of the population

38~

eliciti~g

positive responses.
The data appears to indicate proxemics had the nost
positive effect on the students imnediate responses to·,t'ard
school.

Class A had

96~~

posi ti vely, while only
school.

of the population respon-.:li:1.s

7L~~.;

of Class B felt posi ti 'Ie tov;3.rd

In Class C; where th,:; teacher Vias not s]ecifically

emphasizing nonverbal behaviors,

760

of the stUdents li~ed

school, which can be constrasted to the 74;; in Class 3.

follovving the v/eek in which smiling behavior was 8n1]hasized
tend to suggest that smile was the third most lmpor L.a..."11L:
•

nonverbal behavior emphasized in this study.

.J...

Class A

responded positively toward school with 93>'0; only

69~:

the students in Class B felt positive at that time.
is interesting to note that Class Chad

87» of

of
It

the students

liking school without the teacher ex..hibi ting different kinds
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of nonverbal behaviors.
The percentage data indicate that emphasis on eye
contact had little to do with the students positive

.

atti tLi'J3S about school.

Class A

res~')onded

with

whereas

B3;-~,

Class B had Bl% of the students indicating positive attitudes.
Class C had

8L~~;

of the population responding positively.

COl"!1paring the pre-assessment and post-assessment data
there VIas an

8:~

increase in students' immediate positive

responses toward school.

This data tends to suggest a

trend toward an increase in students positive responses
toward school follo·,'ling emphasis on increasing the positive
nonverbal behavior of teachers.
In summary, proxemic s vias found to be the most
effective nonverbal behavior in increasing the children's
posi tive attitudes toward school with an average of

857~

of the children responding favorably toward school.
Touc21 -,vas foun::":_ to contri D'It':? the l;:;ast to children's
positive attitudes toward school with an average of only

76% of the sample responding favorably.
Conclusions and Recommendations
'rhis study examined four specific nonverbal behaviors
to test their effect on children's attitude toward school.
These behaviors included: eye contact, touch, smile and
proxemics.

Research has found that nonverbal tactics
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influence the behavior of students.

These expressive

behaviors are illustrated in bodily posture, facial expression,
and expressions of the eyes.
t~1ese

.l~esearch

has also shown that

exp,ressiv8 behaviors have lasting effect on the stUdents

because these behaviors are interpreted by the students as
signs of the psychological state of the teacher.
Results of pilot study
The outcomes of this pilot study were threefold: the
development of a nonverbal curriculum plan for the inservice education of teachers, the implementation of the
plan, and the assessm3nt of the effect of the in-service
program on student attitude toward school implemented for
a period of one month.

Pre and post tests were administered

one week before the study began and one week following
the .completion of the study.
The

assess~ent

data tends to suggest a trend toward

an increase in stUdents' positive responses toward school
follo'",ing emphasis on increasing the positive nonverbal
behavior of teachers.

In comparing the pre assessment and

post assessment data, there was an

8%

immed ia te positive response

5C:-LUV":".

In

conc~uslon,

tlivvard

increase in students l

proxemics was found to be the most

effective nonverbal behavior in increasing the. children's
positive response toward school.

Eightyfive per cent of

the sample polulation responded positively toward school
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after emphasis on the teachers' use of space when relating
to stu1ents.

Touch elicited fewar positive responses

according to the data, with only
favo~ably.follo~ing

76%

of the sample responding

emphasis on this nonverbal behavior.

It is interesting to note that one of the teacher's
involved in the pilot study said, "American's stay away from
one another and don't like touching or space invaded by
people."
only

66%

After the week follo'Ning specified touch guidelines,
of this teacher's students responded favorably

toward school, a decrease from 865"; in their pre-test.

This

could have been a result of the new nonverbal behavior not
being a normal response of this teacher.

The children were

perhaps not used to the touching behavior of the teacher,
and the onset of this behavior could have caused them to
have negative response response toward school.
The teacher"s invloved in this study said that they
enj 0Y8·-:1 the

"~1J"1vc;~bal

~'Jow"

pl::m.

'rhey fel t that they loosened

up and started enjoying their students more.

One commented

that he was now able to have rapport with a student that
had been closed to interaction before he touched him.
In conclusion, the post test administered one week after
"Nonverbal Now" indicates that the effect of the nonverbal
behaviors was not lasting.

The nonverbal behaviors were

not pra8ticed as they had been and the positive effect of
the behaviors was extinguished

afte~

reinforcement ceased.

RECO;VLV!ENDAT IONS FOi?

?Ur{'llH;~i-{

STUDY

Further study in this area needs to be
subjects exposed to the experimental

do~e

treatme~t

-,ii t~

fo~

o~e

month wi-D-h each of the four specified behaviors to
assess their effectiveness more accurately.

the

Ho~evert

entire pilot study was conducted in one month.
Implementation at a time in the school year

wne~

county-wide testing is being administered is not suggested.
The classroom is under stress and the teacher

ca~~ot

be

expected to practice new behaviors.
In-service Needs
The review of the literature undertaken for

study

t~is

suggests two important questions with regard to the nonverbal
behavior of teachers and students.

First,

ca~

teachers or

students be helped to develop proficiency in sending and
rece i v~n.3 nonverbal cue s?

S'~ 80ndly,

hail

can J'J..r

of nonverbal communication be taught to students

~:::1oNle:1ge
~~d

teachers?

The answer to the first question is yes-we can develop
nonverbal skills.

Research has found that those -",-no are

sensitive to verbal cues will be sensitive to

no~ver~al

cues.

Awareness is the first step in becoming nonverbally sensitive,
then with practice it becomes a powerful communication tool.
The answer to the second question is more

co~plex,

there are many avenues one could take in teaching

as

no~verbal
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co~munication

skills.

So far in-service programs have:

1) pr8vided a foundation for understanding nonverbal
behavior through readings ahd lectures; 2) allowed students
to actively participate in nonverbal experiences; and J)
used training in on-the-spot observation and films.
Je are just beginning to find applications of nonverbal
co~munication

theory and of skill development programs.

Research is now being conducted in America's classrooms.
However, this influential system of com.YJ1unication needs
further study in the area of education.
In conclusion, the author attempted to make teachers
aware of the use of nonverbal communication and its tremendous impact upon interaction with their students.
~essage

The

communicated to children throuzh nonverbal behavior is

implie0 rather than clearly stated and, as a result, can be
2.

gentle management tool as ·well as an avenue through which

to 8xnress human feelings.

Both uses of nonverbal behavior

are likely to reinforce a child's self-concept.

APPENDIX A
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Percentages of Students

~esponding

to School on Different Testing

asses

LASS
A

cLASS
B

th
sses

&B)

ASS

c
*

**

I

Pre~ssessment

~
I
I

Dates--CHA~T

Post
Touch

Post Eye
Contact

83%

Positively

Post
Smile

i

?ost
IPost-:-:-r
Proxemics Assessment

86%

93~b

96%

971&

69~J

74~-;'

88:1~

86r~

8150

6~

85%

82~~

76%

I 8l~~

85/~

84%

88~o

·37%

76;10

83%

I

I

not involved in study

I

.t-t
!
I

I

93~;

90%

I
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